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When this is effected, the foreigners will immediately retire from the country,
and if anyone attempts to frustrate this intention Hercules [i. c. Guise] promises
that he and his forces will join the people of the country to compel the
foreigners to withdraw:" meaning by *' foreigners" his Spanish allies.
King Philip underscored the words now italicised, and wrote in the margin,
"Ojo!"1
When Guise subsequently adjured him to a "prompt and favourable
decision,"* he little dreamt that Philip possessed a copy of these secret instructions.
On the 26th of November, 1585, Mendoza wrote to the King reporting
imprisonments of Catholics; and Tassis also deplored "the persecution of Catholics
in England!'
Actually the arrests were intended to prevent the success of the invasion.
Tassis hoped Queen Elizabeth had not "tiny real suspicion" of "the plan they
have in hand." "In conversation with them I have urged them to have any
suspicion on her part lulled, so that she may sleep soundly." Yet the plot u being
in so many hands" is dangerous to those concerned; Francis Throckmorton is
arrested, and may be beheaded; and Lord Paget and Charles Arunclel have taken
refuge in Paris.0 Details ensue of further arrests; " a gentleman named
Somervillc " having said " in the presence of many others that it was necessary
the Queen of England should be killed as she was the foe of the Catholic
Church."'1
Such English Catholics as were not disposed to encourage the annexation of
their country by a foreign, power, were disobedient to the Pope who had instructed
them to abandon their allcgience to the *' pretended Queen of England." If they
obeyed the Pope, and allied themselves to Spain, they came under the English
Statute Laws against Treason; and so either way were fated to be offenders against
paramount authority,
When Pope Pius V in 1569-70 issued his Bull, he had expected a Spanish
conquest of England to be simultaneous: as it might have been, but for the
foresight of Cecil and the generalship of Sussex. Then again the discovery by
Hawkins of the intended invasion in 1571 had impeded another Spanish plot for
annexing this Kingdom by surprise. And ensuing from (but never openly admitted
as related to) Captain Hawkin's discoveries, came the dismissal of Don Guerau
Dcspcs.8
During the years while diplomatic relations were interrupted, (1571-78)
the Spanish invasion had again and again been planned and averted. In 1577 the
postponement was because King Sebastian refused his assistance;t! and in 1579
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